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Both in Natnbia's ephemeral. rivers in the interior and in the perennial
rivers on its northern border, low flow conditions have prevailed since the

beginning of the eighties. This was initially attributed to temporary

conditions of low rainfall , bu t there has been no return to the higher

flows that occurred before. also not during later periods with above

average rainfall.

Because of the adverse effect on the country' s water resources,

investigations were carried out to assess the possible causes of the

changes and to forecast the future trends in the hydrological regimes of

Namibia's river systems ,"

RUNOFF RESPONSE IN NAMIBIA'~ NORTHERN ~ORDER RIVERS

General

Almost all flow in the rivers on Namibia's northern borders originates in

the upper catchments in Angola and Zambia (Figure 1) The rainfall pattern

for these areas is highly seasonal, with a wet SUlluner and a dry winter,

like in the interior of Namibia. The total precipitation, however, IS

higher. more reliable and better distributed over the whole rainy season.

The physical nature of the terrain is such that the river flow is, to a

varying degree, not only dependent on a direct surface response, but also

includes a strong delayed surface nmoff component, due to T!lojor storage in

the swamps and Ilood plains in the upper and middle parts of the drainage

systems.
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Okavango Hi vel;"

The Okavango Rivet". of which the basin response characteJ:istics are best

known and undet"stood. has a macked seasonal regime with a bi-rnodal flood

distribution and a reliable rninimuin flow at the Botswanan border (Figure

2) The river starts to rise in November. first slowly as a result of local

or nearby rainfall. and later: more quickly as llit"ect J:ulloff in tlle Cubango

tributary to reach- a first peak during Febnli''lry/March. Flood plains and

swamps delay and attenuate the concur cent flood in the Cuito tributary,

which reaches the confluence later. contributing to the second and often

highest peak in the Okavango River dut-ing late lIpr i1_ The t,,,o sub-basins

contribute equally to the total annual flow, bul". their di[[et"ent nature

results in the Cuito River- sl.1staining most o[ the minimum flow in the

Okavango River. which has never been below 80 111'/8 since monitoring started

in the forties.

Kunene, Zambezi and Kwando l;"ivel;"s

The Kunene River to the west and the Kwando and 'Z.ambezi rivers to the east

show sim.ilaJ: hydcographs. often also with a bi-moda1 flood distribution,

but with different [load attenuation and delays, and the patterns are InOJ:e

variable here The associated physical features are the wide [load plains

between Rocadas and Calueque Oll the Kunene Rive.\:: in I\ngola and the Barotse

plains on. the Zambezi River in Zambia· respectively. The minimum flow in the

Kunene is low and highly variable, indiCi"lt,ing thi"lt: there is no real base

flow, while. be[oJ:e the 1995 dry seaSOll, at the Nalnibian border the Zambezi

River appeared to have a minimum flow of 200 m'/s, which probably includes

both base flow and delayed runoff cOlnponents_

Inter-seasonal effects

Because of basin storage, the'te is a positive inter-seasonal relation

between the annual flows in all these rivers. with years with high and low

floods mot"e likely to be gt"ouped Because of the influence of extensive

flood plains, the highest lag-olle serial correlotion coeffici.ent (r == 0 51)



is found for the Zamhezi River.

FLOW REGIME CRANGES SINCE THE EEGIWUNG OF THE EIGHTIES

Liambe;;o;i Lake

The Liambezi Lake is at the lowest poitit and the centre of the drainage

system of the Eastern Caprivi in the extreme north east of Namibia (Figura

1) During the sixties and seventies it regularly .received water from the

seasonal floods in the Zambezi River-, either- by dir-eet overflow [r-01l1 the

north through the Easter-n Caprivi or- by backwater fl:om the confluence with

the Choba Rivel:, and/or in the Kwando River- through the Linyanti Swamps.

Although the Lake had been reported to be dry some tillie before 1950, it was

considered to be perennial, and served as an important fishing sour-ce for

the local population

Since 1982, however-, no further floods from

which as a result had dried completely out

backwater thr.ough the Chobe Rivel: can:-ied s01l1e

any side l:eached the Lake,

in 1985. Only In 1989 a

water and fanned a small

pool for a few months. The magnitude of this type of event used to be

normal in the sixties and seventies

Rwanda Rive.!:"

Also since 1982, no significant annual floods carne down III the Kwando

Rivel:. The flow only showed slow oscillations between a fairly steady

minimum flow of 20 m'/s and a maximum not exceeding 30 tn'/s, less than half

of the annual peaks observed befol:e, and during 1995 the river even fell to

11 rn'/s, by far. the lowest ever since monitol:ing stal:ted 1n the sixties

Initially flow was maintained In the rnain channels of the KWrll1dO River

along the bordel: between Namibia and Botswana and in the upper parts of the

Linyanti Swamps. Later however, channel b.1ockages caused by accumulation of

debris and vegetation developed. and at the filament most of the pl:evious

wetlands in the two count1'ies ol-e completely dl:y, '''ith little Ol: no

prospect of retul'ning to theil: pl:evious state. Expensive emergency water



supply by tanker se1-vices hC\s become necessary to supply c1rinkiny water.

tlle local COlrununities, that relied on the wetlands ill the areCl

to

Zambezi. Okavango and Kunene riv!,_~l!.

silnilar low flow events reflecting the 'HUC])lower river flows were observed

in the other northern b01-de1- rivers.

The Zambez.i River used to inundate its flood plains in the eastern half of

the Easterll Caprivi almost every year before 19132, but only two or three

times since then. The ratio of the average 8T1nual flows after. and before

1982 is less than 055. During 1995 al,d ]996, the lowest minirnum flows,

since monitot"illg started at Katima Hu1ilo 111 the sixties. were observed.

190 and 140 m';s 'respectively lIistoric low flows hClve <:Ilso b8f>l) recordcll ].n

the Okavango n.ive)~ during the last deciJde, and the Kunene HiveI' receded to

near-to-zero flows several times The low flows have b1-ought about water

supply problems, because of the low river levels in genel:al. and a

significant rel1\Jctioll in hydro-power generation OIl the Kunene River. and

there has definitely beerl Clll effect on the impor.tant wetlands and eco-

systems in the Eastern Caprivi aod the Okavango S\v"'-mps

RUNOFF RESPONSE IN THE RIVERS IN THE INfERIOR Q~AnlBI~

General_

All rivers in the interior of NaTnibia are ephemeral and flow mainly or only

as a direct sur.face runQff t"esponse during a few heavy thunder shOI"ers in

the rainy season. There is little 01- no nelayed surface or subsurface

runoff ;:lTlcl definitely no base flow, the m",in P'i'lSOTlS b"'ill\,1 Lh", el~t""t.i.c

r<:lin[all p"tterrl, the high river bed losses alld the physical fe"-I:ures of

many catchments. which cuE' oftel1 characterized by impenneflble surfaces.

little or 110 top soils. the absence of: vegetation and

mountainous tel-rain. The resulting "flash floods" run over dry t"ivet" beds,

and can rise two or three metres in less than thirty rninutes and \:hen

recede to zero withiJl a few hours



Inter-seasonal effects

There is a high variability in flows. both within and between seasons. with

the coefficient of .variation exceeding values of 1 to 3. Unlike most other

river systems throughout the world, including Namibia's northern border

rivers, most flow records for the rivers in the interior give evidence of a

negative inter-seasonal relation between the annual flows. The only reason

that has been identified would be a vegetation persistence. Good rainy

seasons result in a better vegetation cover, which increases the

interceptioll alld tllereby reduces the runoff potential during t1le next rainy

season(s) Poor rainy seasons leave little vegetation, which has the

opposite effect of a higher runoff potential.

FLOW REGIME CHANGES SINCE TilE END OF THE SEVENTIES

Although the high variability and the often sllort length of record tend to

hide such differences, most flow series show a decline in flows since the

end of the seventi-es (Figure 3). For instance, the ratio of the average

annual inflows into the Hardap Dam on the Fish River, which is by far the

strongest river in the interior of Namibia, after and before the 1977/78

River hasl
to happen on

rainy season is less than 0.25. Other evidence is that the Kuiseb

not reached the Atlantic Ocean since the sixties, which used

average every third or fourth year before.

The impact all. the surface water sources in the interior of the country has

beell adverse. Since 1980, water restrictions. augmentation by other sources

and/or the implementation of emergency water supply schemes had to be

resorted to several times for economically important consumers, such as the

capital city of Windhoek and the country's largest irrigation sC}leme at the

Hardap Dam.

The similarity with the trends in the northern border rivers is striking,

and the fact that the drastic decrease in flows appears to have started a

few years· later for the latter may be anotller effect of tIle observed basin

storage.



TRENDS IN HYDROLOGICAL SE~IES

Systematic changes

1\11 hydrological series display short-term random variatiolls. but thn?e

different types of long-term changes may also be present:

o Periodic cycles with a fairly constant period and magnitude, caused by

similar conditions affecting the precipitation patterns, and oft('m

associated with sun spots.

o Gradual trends caused by longer-term physical changes which may also

be climatic. for instance tIle alleged global warming, or due to

changes in vegetation or lalld use patterns.

o Sudden breaks, ,due to abrupt physical changes in the runoff pattern.

which may have natural causes, such as tectonic movements, or may be

caused by human intervention, as in the case of the construction of

major impoundments.

Analysis of hydrological time ser;es

Three of the many possible analysis methods are:

o Calculation of serial correlation coefficients for a range of J.ag

periods. which is a simplified way of harmonic or spectral analysis.

to detect cycles.

o Regression analysis of linear or more complex type to determine

trends.

o Graphical or numerical double mass curve techniques to identify

breaks.

The study of time series is often complicated by one or more of the

following factors:

o The presence of random variations of the same of a greater magnitude

than tile effect of sy~tematic changes.

o The shortness of the record length in comparison with the time scale

of especially cycles.



o The possible occurrence of various changes in comhination.

INVESTIGATION OF NAMIBIAN HYDROLOGICAL SERIES

The two longest available records that were illvestigated are:

o The annual Windhoek precipitations.

1891/92 to 1994/95 (Figure 41

o The annual Zambezi River flows for the Zambian station at Victoria

Falls. 88 hydrological years from 1907108 to 1994/95 (Figure 5).

104 hydrological years from

Analysis of Windhoek precipitation record

The average and stalldard deviations of the annual precipitations are 363.0

and 144.8 mm respectively. The following inferences can be made from

statistical analysis:

o The highest serial correlation coefficients are -0.269 (negative) and

0.260 (positive) for lags of 7 and 16 years respectively. This would

indicate a very weak periodicity of approximately 15 years. which

would explain less than 7 % of the annual variation.

o A linear trend would give correlation coefficients of -0.07 and -0.25

for the whole period and the last 33 years respectively. with a

similarly low statistical weight.

o The average precipitation over the last 15 years has only been 306.7

mm. which is lower than the average precipitation over selected other

periods. for instance the preceding 18 years with an average of 406.0

JTUn. Selected periods with similar low averages. however. can be found.

for instance the 10 years from 1923/21 to 1932/33 with an average of

285.8 mm.

These differences have little statistical significance, and. as there is

also 11'0 physical explanation. they must be attributed to random variations

or statistical coincidence. Yet the two last points indicate that the

annual precipitations have on average been lower during the most recent

years.



Analysis of Victoria Falls flow record

The averages and the standard deviations of the annual flows

12 700 Mm! respectively.
are 33 600 and

The following inferences can be made from
statistical analysis:

o 'rhe highest correlation coefficients
are 0.509 (positive) and -0.017

(plegative)

value confirms

for lags of 1 and 15 years respectively. The high first

the inter-seasonal correlation because of basinstorage,
while tIle very low second value confirms the total absence of

o A linear

periodic cycles.

trend would give a positive correlation coefficient of

for the whole period, which is in contradiction with the concept of
0.26

decr~asing flows, and which has little statistical significance.

more meaningful split of the record can be made at the beginnillg of
the sixties,

giving much higher and more conclusive correlation

coefficients of 0.67 and -0.56 for the two successive periods.

o The average flow Over the last 15 years has only been 24 100 Mm'la,

which is much lower than the average flow over the previous periods,

for instance the preceding 34 years with an average of 43 900 Mm'/a
(Figure 4)

The difference has a statistical significance of 85 %,

very comparable to the recent period.

17 years of the record had an average flow of 23 800 Mm'la, which is

which cannot be ignored. It is of interes t to observe that the firs t

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

years.
Namibia also show lower average flow magnitudes over the past 15 to 20

The patterns for the other rivers on the border and in the interior of

physical evidence would be 'desirable.

To extrapolate with confidence the apparent
trend, additional

in the catchments of the border rivers is very Scarce. It is of interest to

records, hOl,'ever. is not conclusive (Figure 5). and information on rainfall

and the associated modified precipitation. Evidence from Namibian rainfall

The most Obvious reason would be a change in general climatic conditions



note that· a similar uncertainty exists for the rainfall patterns in the

Sahel zone, where a sudden decline has allegedly occurred since 1968 I"

There is no other substantiated explanntion for the observed variations in

river flow regime. A recent speculation has been the possible change of

land use alld vegetation. which could have been different ca\lSes:

o In the upper catchments of the border rivers, there could have been

intensified agricultural development. from which less dense vegetation

and runoff interception would result. during the 30 or 40 years before

the start of armed conflicts in tllat area.

o In the interior of Namibia, there may }lave b~en serious overgrazing,

with similar r~sult, during the same period, before the development of

more sound farming practices and the proliferation of medium size dams

in the catchments.

A reliable extrapolation of the observed trend is not possible, but the

discussed flow record for Victoria Falls indicate that similar periods of

low flows have occurred in the past, and that the present situation is not

exceptional and may continue for an indefillite period.
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FIGURE 3: ANNUAL INFLOWS FOR HARDAP DAM
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FIGURE·4: ANNUAL FLOWS FOR VICTORIA FALLS
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